
 

 

Popular Kindle Voyage Cases and Covers 

Posted by Ada Wang on 10/14/2014 2:09:08 AM. 

 

If you are a big fan of kindle or ebooks you may have got the kindle voyage at 

hand or prepare to get it. Once you do, it makes sense to protect your 

investment and get a kindle voyage case as soon as possible. A Kindle Voyage 

case can be both a stylish and protective accessory that ensures you will enjoy 

your Kindle for years to come. A good case will also enhance the usability of 

your device. Here I sort out some good and beautiful kindle voyage cases for 

you. They may help you find the one you like. 

1Amazon Protective Leather Cover for Kindle Voyage 

 

This series has black, blue and red ones. Designed by Amazon to perfectly fit 

your Kindle Voyage. Innovative built-in Origami stand folds into portrait 

orientation for hands-free reading. Premium natural leather exterior protects 
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your Kindle Voyage, while the microfiber interior protects your screen. Wake 

your Kindle Voyage or put it to sleep by simply opening and closing the cover, 

secured with a magnetic closure. Easily attach or remove Origami from your 

Kindle Voyage with a magnetic connection. Learn more.  

2Belkin Folio for Kindle Voyage 

 

Certified "Made for Kindle" accessory for Kindle Voyage. Ultra-thin, form-

fitting design. Designed using the thinnest material. Magnetic closure keeps 

the cover closed. Learn more.  

3KleverCase Amazon Kindle Voyager Book Case 

 

Slimline, lightweight hard case protection for your kindle voyage. Works 

perfectly with the Amazon Kindle Voyager. "Infinity-stick" technology safely 
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holds your device. Front cover bend back for one-handed reading, convenient 

for you. Elastic strap closure, and the beautiful "To Kill A Mockingbird" design. 

Learn more.  

4 Incipio Journal Cover for Kindle Voyage, Floral 

 

Certified "Made for Kindle" accessory for Kindle Voyage. It can protect your 

Kindle Voyage in style with the Journal. The soft interior is used to gently 

protect the screen. This bright color makes you feel active and energetic. 

Learn more. 

  

5 Incipio Top Folio Cover for Kindle Voyage 
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Certified "Made for Kindle" accessory for Kindle Voyage. It is designed to 

perfectly fit your Kindle Voyage, while adding minimal bulk. This case allows 

access to all parts and buttons Ihere are black, dark blue, orchid and turquoise 

colors ones. Learn more.  

6 Incipio Journal Case,Brown 

 

This is an extremely cool cover from Incipio. The material is made to look and 

feel like a leather-bound book. This is the perfect way to show your bibliophile 

side. The cover is very protective and will ensure that your Kindle looks great 

while you take it anywhere. This kind of case is really classic. Learn more.  

7  Slim Fit Folio Leather Case 
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Specially designed for Kindle Voyage 2014 edition. Soft micro-fiber interior 

and premium PU leather exterior perfectly protect the device against scratches 

and dust. Padded front and back cover offer enhanced protection. The 

product is endowed with fine texture and comfortable tactile impression. The 

cover contains flip capability to transform the case into typing and landscape 

modes. It's a slim fitting, lightweight case with a note holder and a stylus 

holder (stylus not included). Learn more.  

8Poetic Series Cases for Knidle Voyage 

 

Smooth polyurethane cover with magnetic closure and auto sleep/wake 

function. It's protective and lightweight. And easy snap-on installation in 

protective polycarbonate back shell. It has many colors for you to choose. 

Here I just display the paisley and butterfly ones to you. Learn more,  
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9 IVSO Kindle Voyage Slim-Book Stand Cover  

 

Exclusive design for kindle voyage. The premium PU leather and microfiber 

interior adds comfort and an additional layer of protection of your kindle. 

Precies cut-outs with full access to all controls and features. This case protects 

and secures your kindle voyage from shocks, scratches and dust, and very 

convenient to carry your kindle to office or travel. Learn more. 

10Folio Case with Folding Cover Stand 

 

They are very slim, right? There are many colors for you, here I choose two 

from them. There are also black, white, green, blue, red, pink and so on, you 

can choose the color you like. The handsome smooth PU leather construction 
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protects your device well. Perfect port cutouts for your headphones, charging 

cable and speakers. Learn more.  

11Klevercase-Pride&Prejudice 

 

Works perfectly with kindle voyage. Designed to be slim, lightweight, durable 

and comfortable it offers a protective case which doesn't get in the way of 

your reading experience. Front cover bends back for one-handed reading. For 

those who like to read one-handed, the front cover of the 'Pride & Prejudice' 

case folds all the way back to give you an easy to hold and comfortable feel. 

The elastic strap can be used to keep it closed while in a reading position. 

Handmade in England using over 40 years of bookbinding experience, the 

'Pride & Prejudice' is a beautifully crafted addition to your Kindle Voyage. 

Learn more.  

12Ultra Slim Kindle Voyage Case Cover  
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This series have black, white, red and blue colors. The Ultra Slim case is 

specially made for the Kindle Voyage and as such gives you a flawless fit. This 

case cover has been specially designed to be as slim and as lightweight as 

possible, allowing you to read comfortably, for longer. The front cover works 

with your Kindle Voyage to help preserve battery life. When the black front 

cover is closed your device automatically recognises it is not in use and 

'sleeps' to save valuable battery life. Opening the front cover 'wakes' your 

device, making sure it's always ready for action.. The case features openings 

which allow you to access all of the ports and features of your device. This 

means you can easily charge your device without removing the case - keeping 

your Voyage protected at all times. Learn more.  

13Klevercase-The Jungle Book 

 

Personally I like this series very much. They are really beautiful and classic. 

Designed to be slim, lightweight, durable and comfortable, it offers a 

protective case which doesn't get in the way of your reading experience. The 

'The Jungle Book' case cover measures H 185mm W 145mm D 20mm, 

providing a perfect fit for the Kindle Voyage. It's slim enough to retain the 

sleek look and feel of your Voyage whilst still protecting it from bumps, bangs 

and scratches from all angles. Learn more. 

Also Read: 

 The most slim kindle paperwhite cases 
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